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CONTEMPORARY PRACTICE OF THE UNITED STATES RELATING TO INTERNATIONAL LAW

EDITED BY JEAN GALBRAITH*

In this section:

• United States and United Kingdom Sign the First Bilateral Agreement Pursuant to the CLOUD Act, Facilitating Cross-Border Access to Data
• United States Remains in the Universal Postal Union, Rescinding Its Notice of Withdrawal
• United States Gives Notice of Withdrawal from Paris Agreement on Climate Change
• Trump Administration Continues Trade Negotiations with Major Trade Partners
• United States Withdraws Troops from Syria, Leaving Kurds Vulnerable

* Karlos Bledsoe, Emily Friedman, Emily Kyle, Beatrix Lu, Rebecca Wallace, and Howard Weiss contributed to the preparation of this section.
On October 3, 2019, the United States and the United Kingdom reached a bilateral agreement to facilitate more efficient data access between the two countries for law enforcement purposes. The Agreement on Access to Electronic Data for the Purpose of Countering Serious Crime (U.S.-UK Data Access Agreement) was signed by U.S. Attorney General William Barr and UK Home Secretary Priti Patel. This is the first such agreement made by the United States after the passage of the 2018 Clarifying Lawful Overseas Use of Data (CLOUD) Act, which authorizes and structures future bilateral agreements on data sharing. Pursuant to the CLOUD Act, Congress has 180 days following receipt of a notification regarding the U.S.-UK Data Access Agreement to block its entry into force via a joint resolution, which would require a majority vote in both houses of Congress and either presidential signature or a subsequent congressional override of a presidential veto.

Cross-border data requests for law enforcement purposes have traditionally depended on mutual legal assistance treaties (MLATs). Obtaining data through the processes established in MLATs can take many months. In 2018, Congress passed the CLOUD Act which, among other things, creates “a framework that allows U.S. service providers to disclose U.S.-stored data to certain foreign countries pursuant to lawful foreign orders.” Under this framework, the United States may enter into bilateral agreements with “rights-respecting countries that abide by the rule of law” whom the attorney general has determined meet certain specified statutory criteria. Once such a bilateral agreement is in force, it has the effect of “lifting any restrictions under U.S. law on companies disclosing electronic data directly to foreign authorities for covered orders in investigations of serious crimes”—an effect that “would permit U.S.-based [communications service providers] to respond directly to foreign legal process in many circumstances.” Similarly, the bilateral agreements contemplated by the CLOUD Act can lift...
restrictions under the law of the partner nation that might otherwise complicate the ability of U.S. law enforcement to gain access to data.6 The CLOUD framework thus provides an additional, more efficient path to data sharing without eliminating prior protocols such as MLATs.7 Both the CLOUD Act and the U.S.-UK Data Access Agreement had the strong support of UK law enforcement officials.8

As the first international agreement made by the United States pursuant to the CLOUD Act, the text of the U.S.-UK Data Access Agreement may become a model for similar agreements in the future. Article 1 provides definitions, including one on the threshold issue of what constitutes a “serious crime”—a term that was left undefined in the CLOUD Act.9

The purpose of the U.S.-UK Data Access Agreement, given in Article 2, is:

[T]o advance public safety and security, and to protect privacy, civil liberties, and an open Internet, by resolving potential conflicts of legal obligations when communications service providers are served with Legal Process from one Party for the production or preservation of electronic data, where those providers may also be subject to the laws of the other Party.10

Article 3 sets forth the core requirement that neither country’s domestic laws shall prevent one of its companies from responding to appropriate data requests from the other country.11 Article 4 specifies who are appropriate underlying targets of data requests, making clear that the United Kingdom cannot intentionally target U.S. citizens, legal permanent residents, or persons on U.S. territory, and conversely that the United States cannot intentionally target persons on UK territory.12 Articles 5 through 10 provide further substantive and procedural

---

6 See id. at 4–5 (noting, however, that “the United States currently receives many more requests for electronic data than it submits to other countries,” presumably because many communications service providers are based in the United States).
7 Stephen P. Mulligan, Cong. Research Serv., R45173, Cross-Border Data Sharing Under the CLOUD Act 23 (Apr. 23, 2018), available at https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R45173.pdf [https://perma.cc/X49C-FJHE] (observing that “[e]xecutive agreements authorized by the CLOUD Act would supplement, not replace, existing avenues of international data sharing” and “[a]ccordingly, requests for assistance would still be available through MLATs (when in effect)).
9 U.S.-UK Data Access Agreement, supra note 1, Art. 1(5), 1(14) (establishing that “Covered Offense means conduct that, under the law of the Issuing Party, constitutes a Serious Crime, including terrorist activity” and “Serious Crime means an offense that is punishable by a maximum term of imprisonment of at least three years”); CLOUD Act, 18 U.S.C. § 2523(a) (failing to define “serious crimes” in the definitions section).
10 U.S.-UK Data Access Agreement, supra note 1, Art. 2.
11 Id. Art. 3.
12 Id. Art. 4; see also UK Home Office, Explanatory Memorandum to the Agreement between the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the Government of the United States of America on Access to Electronic Data for the Purpose of Countering Serious Crime, Cm. 178, at 14 (2018), at https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/ukusa-agreement-on-access-to-electronic-data-for-the-purpose-
rules for data requests, including ones intended to advance privacy interests. As one notable example, Article 5 provides that “[o]rders subject to this Agreement shall be subject to review or oversight under the domestic law of the Issuing Party by a court, judge, magistrate, or other independent authority prior to, or in proceedings regarding, enforcement of the Order.”

Article 11 stresses “[c]ompatibility and [n]on-exclusivity” with respect to existing MLATs. Articles 12 through 16 describe implementation procedures, including with respect to entry into force, responsibility for costs, and the process for amendments.

Finally, Article 17 sets forth an initial five-year term for the agreement, subject to mutually agreed-upon renewal, and separately provides that either party may terminate at any time on one month’s notice.

For the U.S.-UK Data Access Agreement to enter into force, the parties must exchange diplomatic notes to that effect. For the United States, this process will take at least 180 days from when Congress receives official notification of the signed agreement and also receives a certification by the attorney general that the UK is an appropriate bilateral partner for purposes of agreements made pursuant to the CLOUD Act. The CLOUD Act further sets forth streamlined procedures for consideration of such executive agreements by the House of Representatives and the Senate, including provisions ensuring that appropriately introduced joint resolutions of disapproval will receive up-or-down votes following committee review. Some privacy advocates have urged the pursuit of such a joint resolution, arguing among other things that the U.S.-UK Data Access Agreement has too low a standard for...
triggers data gathering, including wiretaps, and does not clearly specify that judicial oversight must occur prior to data collection.21

Overall, the CLOUD Act set the stage for a shift away from the traditional MLATs, and the U.S.-UK Data Access Agreement begins the implementation of this shift. As the first bilateral CLOUD Act agreement, it may serve as a model for future such agreements. The U.S. attorney general and Australian minister for home affairs announced on October 7, 2019, that the two nations are formally negotiating an agreement under the CLOUD Act.22 Additionally, in June of 2019, the Council of the European Union formally authorized the European Commission to “open negotiations for an agreement between the Union and the United States of America on cross-border access by judicial authorities in criminal proceedings to electronic evidence held by a service provider.”23

United States Remains in the Universal Postal Union, Rescinding Its Notice of Withdrawal
doi:10.1017/ajil.2019.84

On September 25, 2019, the Third Extraordinary Congress of the Universal Postal Union (UPU) adopted a proposal on terminal dues rates—a decision that led the United States to remain a member state. The United States had given its one-year notice of withdrawal from the UPU eleven months earlier, citing concerns that the existing system unfairly advantaged

21 Coalition letter from EPIC et. al. to U.S. Members of Congress (Oct. 29, 2019), available at https://www.whistleblower.org/sign-on-letter/sign-on-coalition-statement-re-u-s-u-k-cloud-act-executive-agreement [https://perma.cc/9Y67-P3XT] (observing that “the text of the U.S.-U.K. Agreement requires that orders for content, widely considered the most sensitive electronic data, only meet the standard of ‘reasonable justification based on articulable and credible facts, particularly, legality, and severity’” and stating that this “standard is vague . . . and likely is weaker than probable cause in various contexts”). By contrast, Jennifer Daskal and Peter Swire describe the U.S.-UK Data Access Agreement and the underlying CLOUD Act as “positive developments that protect privacy and civil liberties, accommodate divergent norms across borders, and respond to the reality that digital evidence critical even to wholly local crimes is often located across international borders.” Jennifer Daskal & Peter Swire, The UK-US CLOUD Act Agreement Is Finally Here, Containing New Safeguards, JUST SECURITY (Oct. 8, 2019), at https://www.justsecurity.org/66507/the-uk-us-cloud-act-agreement-is-finally-here-containing-new-safeguards.


certain developing nations, including China. Following the UPU’s decision, the United States rescinded its notice of withdrawal. Under the new system, the United States can begin self-posting terminal dues rates in July 2020.

On August 23, 2018, President Trump issued a memorandum laying out the priorities of the administration in its negotiations at the UPU.¹ This memorandum focused on the rates that post offices in different countries charge each other for the delivery of international mail. Under the existing UPU framework, which stemmed back to 1969, terminal due rates were based on a country classification system whereby developed nations such as the United States paid more than developing nations.² In the memorandum, Trump expressed concern about this system and stated:

(A) the United States, along with other member countries of the UPU, is in many cases not fully reimbursed by the foreign postal operator for the cost of delivering foreign-origin letter post items, which can result in substantial preferences for foreign mailers relative to domestic mailers;
(B) the current terminal dues rates undermine the goal of unrestricted and undistorted competition in cross-border delivery services because they disadvantage non-postal operators seeking to offer competing collection and outward transportation services for goods covered by terminal dues in foreign markets; and
(C) the current system of terminal dues distorts the flow of small packages around the world by incentivizing the shipping of goods from foreign countries that benefit from artificially low reimbursement rates.³

The memorandum also observed that if U.S. concerns were not promptly addressed by the UPU, the United States would “consider taking any appropriate actions” to ensure its criteria were met.⁴

While Trump’s memorandum did not discuss China by name, his concerns had particular resonance with respect to that country. Peter Navarro, the White House director of trade and manufacturing policy, later wrote in an opinion piece:

[U]nder the [UPU]’s antiquated “terminal dues” system, the United States Postal Service was being forced to subsidize a flood of small packages, primarily from China, at an annual cost in the neighborhood of $500 million.

³ Presidential Memorandum, supra note 1.
This forced subsidy gave China an unfair advantage against American manufacturers and workers...5

Several months after Trump’s memorandum, the UPU held its Second Extraordinary Congress.6 Following unsuccessful negotiations, on October 15, 2018, Secretary of State Mike Pompeo notified the UPU that the United States “hereby denounces the UPU Constitution and, thereby, withdraws from the Universal Postal Union. Pursuant to Article 12 of the Constitution, the withdrawal of the United States shall be effective one year after the day on which you receive this notice of denunciation.”7 The United States was a founding member of the UPU, as a signatory to the 1874 Treaty of Berne,8 and had an “unbroken record of participation” in it.9 In a statement regarding the withdrawal, the Trump administration announced that “the Department of State will seek to negotiate bilateral and multilateral agreements that resolve the problems discussed in the Presidential Memorandum. If negotiations are successful, the administration is prepared to rescind the notice of withdrawal and remain in the UPU.”10 Media reports characterized the exit as another move in growing trade tensions with China.11

After the United States gave its notice of withdrawal, the UPU called for a Third Extraordinary Congress, as recommended by the UPU’s Council of Administration.12 The Third Extraordinary Congress convened in Geneva, Switzerland, from September 23–26, 2019.13 Leading the negotiations for the United States, Navarro offered support for two potential resolutions with respect to terminal dues rates: first for a measure where “all members of the UPU would be allowed to immediately self-declare rates”;14 or second for a

8 See Galbraith, supra note 7, at 138 (also noting that the United States joined the Treaty of Berne “not via the advice and consent of the Senate, but rather as an ex ante congressional-executive agreement that relied on preexisting authority delegated by Congress to the president and the post-master general”).
9 Presidential Memorandum, supra note 1.
13 Id.
“multispeed option,” which “would allow the United States to immediately self-declare rates while other countries would achieve that goal over a five-year period.” The option preferred by the United States, to immediately move for self-declared rates, was rejected by the UPU Congress on the first day of the session by a vote of 78–57. China was amongst those countries opposing this option.

The next day, on September 25, the UPU membership unanimously adopted a proposal along the lines of the other option proposed by Navarro. The UPU press release announcing the adoption of this proposal stated:

The agreement approved by acclamation by member countries on 25 September sees the UPU accelerate rate increases to the system for remunerating the delivery of inbound international bulky letters and small packets. Self-declared rates are to be phased in starting as soon as 2020.

Under the agreed solution, member countries that meet certain requirements—including inbound letter-post volumes in excess of 75,000 metric tonnes—would be able to opt-in to self-declare their rates starting 1 July 2020. Thresholds are included to protect low-volume, developing countries from the impact of the swift reform.

Media reports indicate that the United States, which has above 75,000 tons of mail imports, can start setting its rates on July 1, 2020, and other high-volume importers can start implementing their own rates in 2021 with a five-year phase-in period. Following the proposal’s adoption, the United States gave formal notice that it would remain in the UPU.

China expressed support for “a positive solution and compromise in the spirit of UPU.” The Chinese Postal Bureau Deputy Director Gao Hongtao stated that China expected to pay almost triple for terminal dues in the future and that this would “push up the cost of operations and reduce our competitiveness.”


15 Id.

16 Jamey Keaten, World Postal Union Rejects Trump’s Favored Reform Platform, ASSOC. PRESS (Sept. 24, 2019), at https://apnews.com/30d73d7eb31241709a3aee64af0b23bb.

17 Id.


19 UPU Press Release, supra note 18.


22 Nebchay, supra note 20 (quoting a member of the Chinese delegation to the UPU).
cross-border e-commerce logistics in China, bringing a certain impact,” but that the impact would be small as China would also receive a greater amount in terminal dues.\textsuperscript{23}

Since Trump took office, the United States has withdrawn from a number of international agreements, including the Optional Protocol to the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations, the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty, and the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization.\textsuperscript{24} Unlike with the UPU, the notices of withdrawal given with respect to these agreements did not lead to renegotiation and the rescission of the withdrawals. Media reports indicate that the administration is considering withdrawing from yet another multilateral treaty, the Open Skies Treaty, which allows parties to engage in unarmed surveillance missions over each other’s territories.\textsuperscript{25}

**INTERNATIONAL OCEANS, ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH, AND AVIATION LAW**

**United States Gives Notice of Withdrawal from Paris Agreement on Climate Change**

doi:10.1017/ajil.2019.82

On November 4, 2019, the Trump administration notified the United Nations that the United States was withdrawing from the Paris Agreement, prompting expressions of regret from a number of countries. Although President Trump had announced in June 2017 that the United States intended to withdraw from the Paris Agreement, its terms had prevented the United States from giving formal notice of withdrawal until November 4, 2019. The withdrawal will take effect on November 4, 2020. Domestically, the governors of many U.S. states responded to the withdrawal by reaffirming their commitment to the goals of the Paris Agreement, consistent with recurring tensions between the Trump administration and progressive states with respect to climate. In another major manifestation of these tensions, on October 23, 2019, the United States sued California over the state’s cap-and-trade agreement with Quebec, Canada, alleging that this agreement is an unconstitutional exercise of foreign affairs powers.

Opened for signature in April of 2016, the Paris Agreement seeks to maintain the global average temperature “well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels and pursue[ing] efforts to limit the temperature increase to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels.”\textsuperscript{1} Each state party is required to “prepare, communicate and maintain successive nationally


\textsuperscript{24} For more details, see generally Galbraith, supra note 7; Jean Galbraith, Contemporary Practice of the United States, 112 AJIL 107 (2018).


\textsuperscript{1} Paris Agreement, Art. 2(1)(a), opened for signature Apr. 22, 2016, TIAS No. 16-1104.
determined contributions [NDCs] that it intends to achieve.” Additionally, under the Paris Agreement, “[d]eveloped country Parties shall provide financial resources to assist developing country Parties with respect to both mitigation and adaptation in continuation of their existing obligations under the [United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change].” The Paris Agreement entered into force on November 4, 2016, thirty days after fifty-five nations became party to it. Currently, there are 187 parties to the Paris Agreement.

The United States signed the Paris Agreement on April 22, 2016 and deposited its instrument of acceptance on September 3, 2016. In having the United States join the Paris Agreement, the Obama administration acted without seeking or receiving specific congressional authorization to do so, concluding that the executive branch had the domestic authority to make this commitment on behalf of the United States. In its 2016 NDC, the United States pledged to “reduce its greenhouse gas emissions by 26–28 per cent below its 2005 level in 2025 and to make best efforts to reduce its emissions by 28%.”

In June 2017, Trump announced that “the United States [would] withdraw from the Paris climate accord . . . but begin negotiations to reenter either the Paris accord or an . . . entirely new transaction on terms that are fair to the United States, its businesses, its workers, its people, its taxpayers.” He stated that the United States was “ceas[ing] all implementation of the
nonbinding Paris accord and the draconian financial and economic burdens the agreement imposes on our country.” 11 Since Article 28(1) of the Paris Agreement prevents parties from giving formal notice of withdrawal until three years after the Agreement’s entry into force, the earliest possible date for such notice was November 4, 2019. 12

On November 4, 2019, the United States formally notified the United Nations that it would be withdrawing from the Paris Agreement.13 Secretary of State Michael Pompeo explained that the United States was withdrawing because of the unfair economic burden imposed on American workers, businesses, and taxpayers by U.S. pledges made under the Agreement. The United States has reduced all types of emissions, even as we grow our economy and ensure our citizens’ access to affordable energy. . . .

The U.S. approach incorporates the reality of the global energy mix and uses all energy sources and technologies cleanly and efficiently, including fossils fuels, nuclear energy, and renewable energy. In international climate discussions, we will continue to offer a realistic and pragmatic model—backed by a record of real world results—showing innovation and open markets lead to greater prosperity, fewer emissions, and more secure sources of energy. 14

Consistent with the terms of the Paris Agreement, the withdrawal will take effect on November 4, 2020, one year after the date of notice of withdrawal. 15 As a matter of international law, the United States could rejoin the Paris Agreement at any point thereafter, following a thirty-day waiting period. 16 The United States remains a party to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change. 17

The U.S. notification of withdrawal was met with international regret. China and France issued a joint declaration “reaffirm[ing] their strong support for the Paris Agreement, which they consider an irreversible process and a compass for strong action on the climate,” 18 and

---

12 Paris Agreement, supra note 1, Art. 28(1); see Paris Agreement Depositary Notification, Entry into Force, supra note 4 (noting the Paris Agreement’s entry into force on November 4, 2016).
15 Paris Agreement Depositary Notification, U.S. Withdrawal, supra note 13; see also Paris Agreement, supra note 1, Art. 28(2) (noting the one-year waiting period after the formal notification of withdrawal).
16 See Paris Agreement, supra note 1, Art. 21(3) (providing that nations can continue to join the Paris Agreement after its initial entry into force and that, for such a nation, “this Agreement shall enter into force on the thirtieth day after the date of deposit . . . of [that nation’s] instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval, or accession”).
some other countries similarly emphasized their continued commitment to the Paris Agreement. Likewise, the European Commission reiterated that the Paris Agreement “is here to stay, its door remains open and we hope the U.S. will decide to pass it again one day.” The spokesperson for the United Nations secretary-general stated that “our determination to move forward on the implementation of the Paris Agreement remains unchanged” and “encourage[d] member states to actively engage . . . to raise ambition, to tackle and defeat climate change.”

Domestically, the U.S. notification of withdrawal highlighted the strong divergence between the U.S. government and numerous subnational governments with respect to the issue of climate. Immediately after the U.S. notification, a bipartisan coalition of twenty-five state governors “reaffirm[ed] our commitment to supporting climate action and . . . strongly oppos[ed] the Administration’s decision to formally withdraw from the Paris Agreement.” They noted that since June 2017, “our states have adopted or strengthened 29 greenhouse gas reduction targets and ramped up zero-carbon power generation, with 19 states now enacting or pursuing goals for 100 percent carbon-free or clean power by 2030 or later.” In this same time period, a sizeable number of states and major cities have challenged the Trump administration’s domestic climate actions, including by filing lawsuits contesting its rollback of the Clean Power Plan and energy-efficiency standards.

California has been a leader in these subnational attempts to address climate change and has consequently itself faced resistance from the Trump administration. In September 2019, the Trump administration revoked California’s authority to set stricter vehicle emissions.
standards than those established under federal law, leading California—along with twenty-two other states, the District of Columbia, and two cities—to sue the administration over this revocation. In the latest salvo, on October 23, 2019, the United States filed a lawsuit against California, alleging that the cap-and-trade agreement between California and Quebec, Canada, is unconstitutional. This agreement “link[s]” California and Quebec’s pre-existing cap-and-trade programs by allowing regulated entities in California and Quebec to trade their emissions allowances with each other. In challenging this agreement, the United States alleges that it is “an independent foreign policy in the area of greenhouse gas regulation” which “intrude[s] into the federal sphere,” “complexif[y]ing and burden[ing] the United States’ task . . . of negotiating competitive international agreements.” In response, the governor of California described this lawsuit as a “political vendetta against California, our climate policies and the health of our communities,” adding that “the Trump administration’s abysmal record of denying climate change and propping up big polluters makes cross-border collaboration all the more necessary.” The case is pending before a federal district judge in the Eastern District of California.


31 Complaint, supra note 28, para. 3.


33 See Stipulation and [Proposed] Order Extending Time for Defendants to Respond to Complaint or Amended Complaint, United States v. California, No. 19-2142 (E.D. Cal. Nov. 19, 2019) (requesting, with the joint agreement of the parties, that California have until January 6, 2020, to file an answer or a motion to dismiss).
In the fall of 2019, the Trump administration reached several trade arrangements, some of them tentative, with important U.S. trade partners. On October 11, 2019, China and the United States announced a preliminary trade deal subject to finalization—one that came after more than a year of escalating tariffs. Just a week earlier, the United States had signed two trade agreements with Japan, one regarding tariff reductions and the other regarding digital trade. None of these deals appear to require subsequent congressional approval in the eyes of the executive branch, unlike the earlier United States-Mexico-Canada-Agreement (USMCA), which was signed in November 2018 and whose fate in Congress appears promising as of mid-December of 2019. In addition to these trade arrangements, the fall of 2019 saw several developments in trade relations between the United States and the European Union tied to the long-running trade disputes.

In March of 2018, the U.S. Office of the Trade Representative (USTR) issued a report concluding that China was engaged in certain unfair trade practices. Over the next year and a half, the two countries engaged in dizzying exchanges of tariffs and counter-tariffs. Continuing this trend in early August of 2019, the Trump administration announced that an additional 10 percent tariff on $300 billion of goods would go into effect on September 1 and December 15, 2019. In response, China announced it would raise tariffs on various products, including soybeans, pork, and corn. Soon after, President Trump tweeted that American companies should “immediately start looking for an alternative to China, including bringing . . . [their] companies HOME and making [their] products in the USA.” The same day, the Trump administration announced that it would increase the tariffs that were planned

---


to take effect in September and December by 5 percent, as well as increasing another, preexisting set of tariffs by 5 percent on October 1.\(^5\)

In September, however, signs of a thaw emerged. Pending high-level negotiations, China eliminated a small number of U.S. products from being subject to its tariffs, while Trump authorized a two-week delay of the 5 percent tariff increase that was supposed to go into effect on October 1 “as a gesture of good will.”\(^6\)

On October 11, 2019, President Trump announced that a “phase one” deal had been reached with China, “subject to getting written” at a later date.\(^7\) As announced at that time, the deal included commitments by China to purchase $40 to $50 billion of U.S. agricultural products annually, to make its markets more accessible to U.S. financial firms, and to have greater foreign exchange market transparency.\(^8\) During the announcement, Trump and his advisors noted that the United States would further delay the implementation of the October tariff increases, although they were not clear about whether the tariffs planned for December would continue as scheduled.\(^9\)

Further negotiations ensued and, on December 13, 2019, the United States and China stated that they had finalized their agreement.\(^10\) According to news reports, China committed to a sizeable increase in its purchase of agricultural products.\(^11\) The United States agreed to cut the tariffs imposed in September 2019 down to 7.5% and to cancel the December tariffs. As of mid-December of 2019, the text of the agreement has not been released and was reportedly awaiting final refinement.\(^12\)

Trump has stated that this deal will be one which does not require the subsequent approval of Congress as a matter of U.S. domestic law,\(^13\) perhaps because the main U.S. concession would...
be the rollback of tariffs, which the executive branch has the authority to undertake under preexisting congressional law.\textsuperscript{14} Trump has stated that after the completion of “phase one,” the United States and China will turn to “phase two” and negotiate further with respect to intellectual property, technology transfers, and possibly other issues.\textsuperscript{15}

Shortly before the October announcement of the “phase one” deal with China, the United States signed two trade agreements with Japan. Early in the Trump administration, trade talks between the United States and Japan had been at a standstill following President Trump’s 2017 decision that the United States would not become a party to the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP).\textsuperscript{16} In the fall of 2018, however, Japan agreed to begin negotiations on a new bilateral trade agreement, and the Trump administration notified Congress of the start of these negotiations.\textsuperscript{17} During the G-7 summit in France in August of 2019, Trump declared that the two countries were “fairly close” to completing “a major deal.”\textsuperscript{18} Several weeks later, on September 16, Trump relayed to Congress his intention to enter into two agreements with Japan: an “initial trade agreement” concerning tariffs and an “Executive Agreement” concerning digital trade.\textsuperscript{19} These agreements were finalized on September 25 and signed on October 7.\textsuperscript{20}

The agreement on tariffs provides that both parties will lower certain tariffs over time. A USTR press release states that “[o]nce this agreement is implemented, over 90 percent of U.S. food and agricultural products imported into Japan will either be duty free or receive preferential tariff access.”\textsuperscript{21} In exchange, the United States has agreed to eliminate or reduce tariffs for agricultural products “such as certain perennial plants and cut flowers, persimmons, green tea, chewing gum, and soy sauce,” as well as a number of industrial goods including about the China Deal is the fact that, for various reasons, we do not have to go through the very long and politically complex Congressional Approval Process”).

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{14} See Kevin Breuninger, Trump Says the US Has Come to a Substantial Phase One Deal with China, CNBC (Oct. 11, 2019), at https://www.cnbc.com/2019/10/11/trump-says-us-has-come-to-a-substantial-phase-one-deal-with-china.html (quoting a commentator offering reasoning along these lines).
\item \textsuperscript{15} Trump and Liu Joint Statement, supra note 7, at 2.
\item \textsuperscript{18} Donald J. Trump, Remarks Prior to a Meeting with Prime Minister Shinzo Abe of Japan and an Exchange with Reporters in Biarritz, France, 2019 DAILY COMP. PRES. DOC. NO. 570, at 2 (Aug. 25).
\item \textsuperscript{19} See Donald J. Trump, Message to the Congress on Notification of Initiation of the United States-Japan Trade Agreement, 2019 DAILY COMP. PRES. DOC. NO. 623, at 1 (Sept. 16) (noting the administration was “pursuing negotiations with Japan in stages” in order to “achieve a comprehensive trade agreement”).
\end{itemize}
“machine tools, fasteners, steam turbines, bicycles, bicycle parts, and musical instruments.”  

The digital trade agreement, which the USTR described as “meet[ing] the gold standard on digital trade rules set by the USMCA,” includes a host of provisions, including “barrier-free cross-border data transfers,” and prohibitions “on imposing customs duties on digital products transmitted electronically such as videos, music, e-books, software, and games.” The terms of both agreements have considerable but not complete similarity to a subset of provisions from the earlier TPP.  

By having two separate trade agreements, rather than a combined one, the Trump administration was able to invoke statutory authority for one of the agreements. Section 103(a) of the Bipartisan Congressional Trade Priorities and Accountability Act of 2015 authorizes the president to “enter into trade agreements with foreign countries” where these agreements are limited to certain adjustments to tariffs. Trump invoked this section by name in notifying Congress of his intent to enter into the agreement on tariffs with Japan. With respect to the digital trade agreement, the Trump administration’s notification to Congress did not specify any statutory authority authorizing this agreement, instead simply describing it as an “Executive Agreement.” In past administrations, the USTR and other executive branch actors have taken the position that certain internationally legally binding trade agreements do not require congressional approval. The assumption as of fall 2019 is that both agreements with Japan will enter into force on January 1, 2020.

Trump characterized the agreement on tariffs as “a tremendous trade deal” and remarked that negotiations for “phase two” are already underway. The next phase will likely relate to U.S. imports of Japanese automobiles, the further entry of U.S. service providers into the Japanese markets, and the regulation of currency exchange rates. At least pending the

22 Id.
23 Id.
26 Message to the Congress on Notification of Initiation of the United States-Japan Trade Agreement, supra note 19.
27 Id.
28 See Jean Galbraith, International Law and the Domestic Separation of Powers, 99 Va. L. Rev. 987, 1037–42 (2013) (describing how, during the first term of the Obama administration, executive branch officials concluded that congressional approval was not needed for the United States to join the Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement, although this position was disputed by some scholars and members of Congress).
30 Trump and Abe Joint Statement, supra note 20, at 1.
completion of this second phase, some have “question[ed] the extent to which [the initial agreement on tariffs] adheres to Article XXIV of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) under the [World Trade Organization (WTO)] that requires [Free Trade Agreements] cover ‘substantially all trade,’ in particular given the exclusion of auto trade.”

In seeking to structure the trade deals with China and Japan so as to bypass the need for subsequent congressional approval, the Trump administration is likely conscious of its experience seeking congressional approval for the USMCA. This renegotiation of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) was signed on November 30, 2018.33 By the end of November of 2019, however, only Mexico had received the legislative approval necessary to effectuate it.34 In the United States, the fate of the USMCA in Congress appeared uncertain throughout the fall of 2019. On May 30, 2019, the USTR submitted “a draft Statement of Administrative Action (SAA) to implement the [USMCA] and a copy of the final legal text as it now stands.”35 On December 13, 2019, the implementing legislation itself was submitted for congressional consideration, triggering a fast-track process for an up-or-down vote.36

Before triggering this process, the Trump administration had undertaken negotiations with Congress—and particularly with the Democrat-controlled House of Representatives—in order to increase the likelihood that the USMCA will be approved. This also required re-opening certain issues with Canada and Mexico. In a major breakthrough in these negotiations in early December of 2019, the Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi announced support for a modified version of the USMCA, one whose changes strengthened compliance mechanisms for the labor and environmental provisions, while reducing intellectual property protections for certain kinds of pharmaceuticals.37 Immediately afterward, lead negotiators for Canada, Mexico, and the United States signed a revised version of the USMCA incorporating these changes.38 On
December 19, 2019, this implementing legislation passed the House of Representatives by a vote of 385–41, and its prospects of passing the Senate in early 2020 are promising.39 In contrast to the indications of progress with respect to trade deals with China, Japan, Mexico, and Canada, trade relations between the United States and the European Union saw mixed developments during the fall of 2019. On August 2, 2019, the United States and the European Union did sign an agreement that increased the quantity of hormone-free U.S. beef that could be exported duty-free to the European Union.40 In contrast, another ongoing dispute escalated—this one over countermeasures in response to unlawful subsidies to aircraft manufacturers. On October 18, 2019, after getting approval from the World Trade Organization, the United States imposed tariffs on $7.5 billion worth of European goods as a countermeasure for EU subsidies to Airbus.41 The United States undertook this step notwithstanding the fact that it has been found in violation of international trade law with respect to U.S. subsidies to Boeing and that, before too long, the WTO will presumably also authorize the EU to impose major tariffs as countermeasures.42 In response, EU Commissioner for Trade Cecilia Malmström characterized the U.S. tariffs as “short-sighted and counterproductive” and declared that, upon WTO authorization, the European Union would “have no other option” in the absence of a settlement other than to respond with tariffs.43

Political instability and violence escalated in northeastern Syria in October 2019, following President Trump’s decision to withdraw most U.S. troops from the country. Trump’s decision left U.S.-backed Kurdish forces vulnerable to attacks by Turkey, intensifying an already dire humanitarian situation. Soon thereafter, Kurdish leaders negotiated an agreement with the Russian-backed Syrian government to fill the vacuum left by the U.S. withdrawal. By late October, the president of Turkey agreed to a ceasefire in response to diplomatic and economic pressure from the United States and to the arrival of Russian and Syrian troops into northeastern Syria. Shortly thereafter, U.S. forces carried out a raid in northwestern Syria that resulted in the death of the leader of the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL)—a raid that relied in part on intelligence gathered earlier by Kurdish allies.

Since 2016, American Special Operation troops have been on the ground fighting alongside the Syrian Democratic Forces, a Kurdish-led militia, in an effort to defeat ISIL. On December 19, 2018, Trump abruptly announced that the United States would withdraw entirely from Syria in light of the territorial defeat of ISIL, but he scaled back this decision after receiving bipartisan criticism from Congress and significant opposition from executive branch officials. In the months following this announcement, Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan repeatedly threatened that Turkey would launch military operations into Kurdish-controlled northeastern Syria.

In August of 2019, the United States and Turkey moved forward with the creation of a “safe zone” in northeastern Syria. The American embassy in Turkey explained that they had agreed on:

(a) the rapid implementation of initial measures to address Turkey’s security concerns;
(b) to stand-up a joint operations center in Turkey as soon as possible in order to coordinate and manage the establishment of the safe zone together;
(c) that the safe zone shall become a peace corridor, and every effort shall be made so that displaced Syrians can return to their country.
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In the following month, U.S. troops worked with the Syrian Democratic Forces to remove their trenches and other military barriers within the safe zone.5

Notwithstanding this development, Erdoğan informed Trump on October 6 of Turkey’s intention to invade northeastern Syria.6 The White House press secretary summarized the phone call as follows:

Turkey will soon be moving forward with its long-planned operation into Northern Syria. The United States Armed Forces will not support or be involved in the operation, and United States forces, having defeated the [ISIL] territorial “Caliphate,” will no longer be in the immediate area. . . . Turkey will now be responsible for all [ISIL] fighters in the area captured over the past two years in the wake of the defeat of the territorial “Caliphate” by the United States.7

The next morning, Trump tweeted his wish to “get out of these ridiculous Endless Wars . . . and bring our soldiers home” and stated that other actors in the region would “have to figure the situation out.”8 Trump’s tacit acceptance of Turkey’s planned advance into northern Syria and his promise to “get out” of the area drew sharp criticism from former Trump administration officials, congressional leaders, and European allies.9 Within a week, the U.S. House of Representatives passed a resolution expressing opposition to Trump’s decision by a vote of 354 to 60.10 Kurdish leaders, including Syrian Democratic Forces commander General Mazloum Kobane Abdi, responded to their abandonment by U.S. allies with dismay.11

On October 9, Turkey launched its offensive into northeastern Syria, conducting air strikes and sending ground troops across the border.12 Turkey informed the UN Security Council by letter that it was invoking its right to self-defense under Article 51 of the UN Charter to “target terrorists and their hideouts, shelters, emplacements, weapons, vehicles
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and equipment” and that, consistent with previous counter-terrorism operations, “Turkey’s response will be proportionate, measured and responsible.”

In an unconventional diplomatic letter dated the same day, Trump wrote to Erdoğan as follows:

Let’s work out a good deal! You don’t want to be responsible for slaughtering thousands of people, and I don’t want to be responsible for destroying the Turkish economy—and I will . . . .

I have worked hard to solve some of your problems. Don’t let the world down. You can make a great deal. General Mazloum is willing to negotiate with you, and he is willing to make concessions that they would never have made in the past . . . .

History will look upon you favorably if you get this done the right and humane way. It will look upon you forever as the devil if good things don’t happen. Don’t be a tough guy. Don’t be a fool!

In response to the Turkish offensive, Trump signed an executive order on October 14 that authorized significant sanctions against individuals and entities within the Turkish government involved in this offensive. The order also authorized secondary sanctions on foreign banks doing business with such individuals or entities. That same day, the Department of the Treasury designated two ministries and three senior Turkish government officials as subject to these sanctions. The Treasury secretary stated that “[t]he United States is holding the Turkish Government accountable for escalating violence by Turkish forces, endangering innocent civilians, and destabilizing the region.” Separately, on October 15, the Department of Justice indicted Halkbank, a Turkish state-owned bank, on fraud and money laundering charges relating to the evasion of U.S. sanctions on Iran.


14 Read Trump’s Letter to President Erdoğan of Turkey, N.Y. TIMES (Oct. 16, 2019), at https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/10/16/us/politics/trump-letter-turkey.html. That same day, Trump stated that the United States was relocating “some of the most dangerous [detained ISIL] fighters” out of the area. Donald J. Trump, Remarks by President Trump at Signing of Executive Orders on Transparency in Federal Guidance and Enforcement, 2019 DAILY COMP. PRES. DOC. NO. 705, at 7 (Oct. 9).
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Also in response to the Turkish offensive, Kurdish forces reached a deal with the Russian-backed Syrian government on October 13 that would allow government forces to return to northeastern Syria to combat Turkish military advances.20 Filling the vacuum left by the U.S. withdrawal, Syrian government forces immediately moved in, along with Russian troops.21

On October 17, Vice President Pence led a delegation to Ankara, Turkey, in an attempt to negotiate a ceasefire with Erdoğan. After several hours of diplomatic discussions, Turkey agreed to a five-day ceasefire.22 The United States and Turkey issued a joint statement following the meeting that outlined a thirteen-point agreement.23 This agreement included the following:

1. The US and Turkey reaffirm their relationship as fellow members of NATO. The US understands Turkey’s legitimate security concerns on Turkey’s southern border. . . .

4. The two countries reiterate their pledge to uphold human life, human rights, and the protection of religious and ethnic communities.

7. The Turkish side expressed its commitment to ensure safety and well-being of residents of all population centers in the safe zone controlled by the Turkish Forces (safe zone) and reiterated that maximum care will be exercised in order not to cause harm to civilians and civilian infrastructure.

10. The safe zone will be primarily enforced by the Turkish Armed Forces and the two sides will increase their cooperation in all dimensions of its implementation.

11. The Turkish side will pause Operation Peace Spring in order to allow the withdrawal of [certain Syrian Kurdish forces] from the safe zone within 120 hours. Operation Peace Spring will be halted upon completion of this withdrawal.

12. Once Operation Peace Spring is paused, the US agrees not to pursue further imposition of sanctions under the Executive Order of October 14, 2019 . . . . Once Operation Peace Spring is halted as per paragraph 11 the current sanctions under the aforementioned Executive Order shall be lifted.24

Five days later, on October 22, Erdoğan and Russian President Vladimir Putin reached an agreement that their forces would share supervision over a strip of territory more than twenty
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miles wide running hundreds of miles along Syria’s northeastern border.25 The next day, Trump announced a “permanent” ceasefire by Turkey:

Early this morning, the government of Turkey informed my administration that they would be stopping combat and their offensive in Syria, and making the ceasefire permanent. And it will indeed be permanent. However you would also define the word “permanent” in that part of the world as somewhat questionable, we all understand that. But I do believe it will be permanent.26

Trump accordingly instructed the secretary of the Treasury “to lift all sanctions imposed on October 14 in response to Turkey’s original offensive moves against the Kurds in Syria’s northeast border region.”27 Trump stated that this ceasefire “validates our course of action with Turkey that only a couple of weeks ago were scorned . . . .”28 He also made clear that “a small number of U.S. troops will remain in the area where they have the oil. And we’re going to be protecting it, and we’ll be deciding what we’re going to do with it in the future.”29

Several days later, Trump announced one further, significant development stemming from U.S. military operations in Syria. This was the death of ISIL leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi,30 who died during a raid conducted by U.S. forces in northwestern Syria. Prior to this operation, Kurdish allies had tracked al-Baghdadi and provided information critical to the launch of the attack.31 Although a spokesperson for the Kremlin declined to reveal whether the United States had informed Russia of the operation in advance,32 Trump observed that “[w]e had to fly over certain Russia areas, Russia-held areas” and “Russia treated us great.”33

On November 13, Erdoğan met with Trump at the White House.34 At a joint press conference with Erdoğan, Trump stated:
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Today, the ceasefire continues to hold. And I want to thank the President for his partnership and cooperation as we work to build a more stable, and peaceful, and prosperous Middle East. We’ve assured each other that Turkey will continue to uphold what it’s supposed to uphold. I’m a big fan of the President, I have to tell you that. And I know that the ceasefire, while complicated, is moving forward and moving forward at a very rapid clip. There’s a lot of people that want to see that work after so many decades and so many centuries, you might say.\(^3\)

In his remarks, Erdoğan noted his plans to repatriate one million Syrian refugees into the safe zone.\(^6\) Erdoğan had met several weeks earlier with UN Secretary-General António Guterres to discuss this issue, and Guterres “stressed the basic principles relating to the voluntary, safe and dignified” return of refugees.\(^3\) The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees is in the process of reviewing Erdoğan’s plan,\(^8\) which would involve settling Arab Syrians from other regions within Syria into the largely Kurdish northeast.\(^9\) In early November, a senior UN humanitarian advisor indicated that “localized heavy fighting continues” in northeastern Syria, where “recent displacements are compounding an already dire situation in which some 710,000 people were already displaced and approximately 1.8 million remain in need of humanitarian assistance.”\(^4\)